Phenotypic characters are essential to study the evolution of extant and extinct life forms and to reconstruct the tree of life. Inside the cladistics theory, parsimony is used by a large majority of systematists working on phenotypic characters, whereas 3ta is much less widespread but has triggered important debates. Many important differences in the interpretation of the cladistic theory exist between these methods, e.g. meaning and treatment of reversals, character representation as 'data-matrices' in parsimony (ordered and unordered), and as rooted trees (hierarchies) in 3ta. Although 3ta has received severe criticism, mostly focused in the use of software intended to be used in parsimony, only a few empirical studies have compared these methods so far. We present the results of simulations of the evolution of phenotypic traits under a Brownian motion model to characterize differences in sensitivity between parsimony and 3ta to (1) outgroup branch length, which affects the reliability of ancestral character state estimates, (2) character state ordering scheme, and (3) ingroup branch lengths that reflect the geological age of studied taxa. Our results show that the 'nihilistic' attitude of leaving multistate characters unordered when criteria to order are available (e.g., similarity, ontogeny, etc…) can decrease resolving power of the method (by 13.4% to 29.3%) and increase the occurrence of artefactual clades (by 5% to 15.6%). Increasing outgroup branch length significantly decreases resolving power and increases artefactual resolution, at least for paleontological trees. All simulations show that ordered parsimony is always superior to 3ta in tested parameter space. These results depend on the assumption in parsimony that reversals (as implied by the Brownian motion, as in most other models) can be evidence for the support of a clade a posteriori from an analysis or a priori on simulations with a known pattern. We discuss implications of these points of view compared to the assumption inherent in 3ta (i.e., that reversals should not support a clade as other synapomorphies do) on evolutionary models.
Introduction
The reconstruction of the Tree of Life is one of the most important quests in natural sciences, and it is essential for various biological and geological fields. Phylogenies are widely used in comparative and evolutionary biology (Hennig, 1966; Felsenstein, 1985) and even in conservation biology (Faith, 1992) . Even though most contemporary phylogenetic studies of extant taxa are based on DNA sequence characters, phenotypic traits continue to play an important role because molecular sequences are unavailable for most long-extinct organisms, given that the oldest 'ancient' DNA extracted so far is less than 1 Ma old (Callaway, 2011) . According to various estimates of extant and extinct biodiversity, and depending on how species are conceptualized, approximately 99% to 99.9% of life forms that have existed on Earth are now extinct (Miller and Foote, 1996; Newman and Sibani, 1999; Alroy, 2001) . Thus, it is important to continue using and improving methods of phylogenetic inference from phenotypic data. The dominant phylogenetic theory for phenotypic characters is cladistics. This theory is based on the assumptions that the epistemic access we have to discover monophyletic taxa is through phylogenetic arguments called characters. Characters are based on hypotheses of homology, i.e. hypotheses that relate the observation of different features as being the same. This identity is explained by their evolutionary origin as parts evolved from the same part in the exclusive (last) common ancestor. The method of argumentation is different in parsimony analysis and three-taxon analysis (hereafter, 3ta) . In parsimony analysis, characters-states transform into one another, which is consistent with Hennig's original description of cladistic theory. In 3ta, character-states differentiate from one another, which is consistent with the relationships of taxa represented as hierarchies: if homologs are parts of taxa and taxa differentiate, then character-states should also differentiate. Theoretically, the criterion of choice among contradictory hypotheses is maximizing congruence. Congruence has been interpreted as minimizing a particular tree-distance (in parsimony method) or as maximizing compatibility among characters (as in the compatibility method; not tested in this paper). In 3ta, the search for optimal trees maximising parsimony or compatibility of 3ts gives exactly the same results (Wilkinson, 1994) : this shows that maximizing the treatment of characters is contained in the method of treatment of homology and homoplasy of 3ta and parsimony, and that the representation of characters as matrices, graphs or hierarchies is only a consequence of this treatment.
According to various authors (Chappill, 1989; Stevens, 1991; Thiele, 1993; Wiens, 2001) , most morphological characters are fundamentally quantitative. Continuous characters are usually discretized because most cladistic software cannot handle them directly. Several methods have been proposed for discretizing characters, such as segment coding (Simon, 1983; Farris, 1990) and gap coding (Mickevich and Johnson, 1976; Almeida and Bisby, 1984; Archie, 1985) to limit the arbitrariness of the state delimitation, even though these do not usually capture all the phylogenetic information (Laurin and Germain, 2011) unless ordering schemes are used to order the series of states or set transition costs, and a distinct state is recognized for each taxon (Wilkinson, 1992; Wiens, 2001) . Thus, the coding, as a formalization of character hypothesis of the analysis (ordination, discretization, etc…) is of primary importance for phylogenetic inference. Characters can be separated into at least two classes (Fig. 1) . The first class comprises parsimony characters, treated as partitioned graphs, oriented or not, with cycles or not. Fig. 1 shows to 'extreme' cases that will be discussed subsequently, as unordered characters (Fig. 1A) , which imply equal transition cost between all states (also called 'maximally connected'; Slowinski, 1993) , and ordered characters (Fig. 1B) , in which relationships between states are typically depicted by linear series (as 'minimally connected' characters in Slowinski's terminology) or unrooted trees. Ordered characters were firstly labelled as 'additive characters' because the number of steps are added with the number of transformations (Fitch, 1971) . The second class of character is hierarchies (Cao et al., 2007) , where inclusion relationships between states can be represented by rooted trees, which are used in 3ta as implemented in LisBeth (Zaragüeta et al., 2012) . The example in Fig. 1C is close to the ordered character shown in Fig. 1B : it is a completely dichotomous hierarchy, with the maximum number of internal nodes for the tree. The results of phylogenetic analysis of quantitative characters, as well as of qualitative characters, is impacted upon by the coding of characters (Laurin and Germain, 2011) . Knowing that the analysis of different characters can yield different results (e.g., a different number of optimal trees, different node support by synapomorphies or bootstrapping, different topologies, different retention indices, etc…), differences in coding approaches may hamper some comparisons between trees obtained by various studies (Hauser and Presch, 1991) . The advantages and drawbacks of the various ordering schemes have not received as much attention by systematists as they deserve (Wilkinson, 1992; Brazeau, 2011) . The assumptions of ordered (e.g., with the criteria of ontogeny or similarity) and unordered parsimony (Hauser and Presch, 1991) , and of searching trees with the fewest transformations are widely known and need not be repeated here. Slowinski (1993) noted that in the 1970s and early 1980s, most multistate characters were ordered, with some authors viewing unordered states as 'agnostic' or 'nihilistic' (Mickevich, 1982) . Since then, the situation has reversed and ordered characters have been used only in a minority of recent studies (Grand et al., 2013) .
The assumptions underlying the 3ta are less well known and probably need to be presented briefly. Initially described as a 'more precise use of parsimony' (Nelson and Platnick, 1991) , the three-taxon analysis can be understood as a completely different method (Nelson et al., 2003; Cao et al., 2007; Zaragüeta and Bourdon, 2007; Zaragüeta et al., 2012) . The method is available in LisBeth (Zaragüeta et al., 2012) , but can be performed using any parsimony software after the parsimony matrix has been converted into a three-taxon statements (3ts) matrix, an operation that is automated in LisBeth. Within 3ta, characters are represented as hierarchies (Cao et al., 2007) . The phylogenetic trees are reconstructed after the hierarchical characters are treated as sets of 3ts. 3ts (e.g., (A, B) C)) are statements about the phylogenetic affinities between three taxa (e.g., A is more closely related to B than to C). The reconstructed cladograms are those that contain the largest subsets of compatible 3ts; two 3ts are incompatible if the three terminals considered are identical, but the relationship is different: i.e. (A(BC) and (B(AC)). Systematists generally store the character states in matrices; each parsimony-state in 3ta is placed in a terminal node of a hierarchy (Cao et al., 2007; Zaragüeta and Bourdon, 2007) (Fig. 1C) , which represents the character. The plesiomorphic state is also defined, as the root. This representation differs from the step matrices and their assumptions of 'proximity' (Fig. 1A, B ; their pattern of transformation, and the transformation costs). Some authors consider that hierarchical representation is a more relevant and intuitive way to express homologies (Williams and Ebach, 2006; Cao et al., 2007) in a cladistic analysis, where hierarchies of homologs thus leads to a hierarchy of taxa. The relationship homolog/ taxa is thus equivalent to the relationship character/ cladogram: the first is the part and the second is the whole.
3ta involves a second analytical stage that has sometimes been misunderstood. Characters, i.e. hierarchies of character-states, may be converted into 3ts, i.e. minimal hierarchies relating two terminals that are closer to each other than any is to a third. This decomposition may imply some redundancy, i.e. there are more 3ts produced than necessary to recompose the character. In these cases, Nelson and Ladiges (1992) proposed what they called a fractional weighting (FW hereafter) . FW quantifies the contribution of each 3ts to the character. In the example shown in Fig. 2A , only two 3ts out of three in each group of three 3ts are necessary because if taxon C is closer to D than to A, and if C is closer to E than to A, it follows that D is closer to E than to A. Hence, the third triplet (shown in grey) is redundant and could be omitted. However, in the absence of external criteria, it is impossible to objectively determine which 3ts is redundant (in the above example, any of the two other triplets could be omitted, instead of the one in grey). FW quantifies the contribution of each 3ts to the character. 3ts are not characters, contrary to what has often been stated in the literature (Kluge and Wolf, 1993) . Thus, even when using parsimony software, the constraint of the logical independ- . 1 4 .
Fig. 1.
Three examples of character representation: ordered in parsimony (A; additive) and unordered in parsimony (B; nonadditive) form the class of parsimony characters, associated with their stepmatrix (Sankoff and Rousseau, 1975) necessary in a matrix representation, and the other classes of character trees, hierarchies treated in 3ta (C). A symbolizes ordered character states, where transformation costs are given by the stapmatrix to the right. B represents unordered states as an unrooted tree and where all transformations between states have the same cost and C represents a character tree, were nodes are homology hypotheses under the hierarchy. The differences in their representations (graph, unrooted tree, hierarchy) traduce both their content and the way in which corresponding methods treat them (how they deal with incongruence they can generate; for example, in parsimony graphs of Figs 1A and B, a step can correspond to transformation from 1 to 2 or from 2 to 1, which make no sense in the hierarchical representation 1C, symbolizing a 3ta treatment). Letters and numbers (0-5, Z-W) represent named nodes as homologs.
ence (Wilkinson, 1995) of the different columns of the matrix does not apply to the different 3ts derived from the same character. On the contrary, FW reflects the logical mutual dependency (Williams and Siebert, 2000) , as shown on Fig. 2B (but see Wilkinson et al., 2004) . With perfectly congruent data, parsimony and 3ta give always the same tree. Operationally, the only difference between them is how they deal with incongruence in the data (e.g. in (Nelson et al., 2003) . The history of wings in stick insects (phasms) highlighted by (Whiting et al., 2003) can illustrate the differences and similarities between parsimony and 3ta (Fig. 3) . The cladogram of phasms shows evidence for many losses and independent reacquisitions of a complex structure (Fig. 3A) , the pterygote wing (Fig. 3B) . In Fig. 3C , this hierarchy (character tree drawn a posteriori from the analysis) is simplified so as to illustrate the different points of view. In parsimony analysis, the character 'wing' is traditionally coded as binary with the states absent and present. In 3ta, the character is coded as an inclusive hierarchy with the state present nested within the state absent (Fig. 3A) . The states 'absent' and 'present' are both considered as complementary homologues (de Pinna, 1991) by parsimony proponents whereas only the acquisition is considered to be a homologue by the 3ta proponents (Cao et al., 2007) : the class 'absence' includes 'everything else' and is not considered as an homologue (the plesiomorphic state in 3ta). 3ta proponents consider 'homologs' the nodes of a character state tree (Fig. 1C, 3C ). For instance, in Fig.  1C , W is a homolog (i.e., states 3 and 4 are considered homologous), X is another homologue (i.e., 2, 3 and 4 are homologous), etc. The character tree shows 'polarized' (nested) homologies. With the practical example of our Fig. 3 (Whiting et al., 2003) , all wings can be considered homologous at a specific level of inclusiveness (Fig. 3C , first appearance of state 1, represented as slightly above the root). In parsimony, this binary character supports six clades (on Fig. 3C , six classes are synapomorphic: 1, 0*, 1*, 0**, 1**, 1****, and one class is autapomorphic: 1***), whereas in 3ta, the character is one homology, accepted by the analysis, and support only one clade (in Fig. 3A , the sister group of Cancer pagurus, the class 1 in Fig. 3C , is synapomorphic). In 3ta, only the primary homology hypotheses proposed by the systematist are tested: the hypothesis was that the wings where homologous. Either the character is accepted as secondary homology or it is rejected as a hole. No new hypotheses generated by the algorithm are considered, especially homoplasies, i.e., 'synapomorphic' reversals with multiple reappearances are not considered as evidence for support of clades. The algorithm can reject (or not) the proposed hypothesis, given the general framework. In this case, the hypothesis that all phasm wings are just pterygote wings cannot be rejected. The generation by the algorithm of new hypotheses about multiple transformations, appearances and disappearances, is considered spurious. Also, 3ta characters are inherently polarized because this information is necessary to the analysis, while the polarization of characters or tree can be made before or after the analysis in parsimony. The assessment of plesiomorphy is considered in 3ta as necessary to establish phylogenetic relationships between states, and is part of the homology hypothesis. The treatment as 3ts is not equivalent to unrooted quartets, which are partitions, and parsimony allows partitions to represent relationships, ) and (A (C E)) that relate three terminals (C D, E) to other, more distant ones (e.g. A) are necessary to build the initial hierarchical character, as shown in the set diagram. FW assigns an information content/weight of 2/3 to each 3ts of the two groups. B. A multistate character is analysed into components and then into 3ts. 3ta takes into account the fact that each component is not independent. Thus, the 3ts derived from different components of the same character may be redundant. Consider the 3ts (A (D E)): it appears in the three components. However, it represents a single node in the original character. The 3ts derived from the third component have a FW=1, i.e. they are non-redundant. The same 3ts in the first and second components are thus redundant and can be removed. The FW of the remaining 3ts of the component is then recalculated from FW=2/3 to FW=1 in the second component, and FW<1 in the first, etc… Note that the matrix treatment of the 3ts is immaterial with their status of dependent or independent, contrary to characters in parsimony analysis. Fig. 3 . An example of character history according to cladistics. A is a modified phylogeny from Whiting et al. (2003) with transformations (obtained using parsimony under acctran optimization) including reversals (denoted by a '-' sign) and acquisitions or reacquisitions ('+') from a binary character absence/presence (the 3ta character tree is represented as a hierarchy). The degree of gains and losses is denoted by numbers (1 for primary, 2 for secondary, etc.) in the circles placed at the corresponding nodes. The degree of the resulting state (presence or absence, appearing in parentheses below and to the left of the symbols for gains or losses) is denoted by the asterisks; primary gains or losses have none; secondary gains or losses have one; ternary ones have two, etc. B shows the wingless Phasmatodea Leptynia hispanica (Bolivar, 1878), Phyllium bioculatum (Gray, 1832) with wings and Pseudophasma acanthonotum (Redtenbacher, 1906) with wings and Pseudophasma acanthonotum (Redtenbacher, 1906) with convergently re-acquired wings (copyrights, respectively: Fritz Geller-Grimm and Felix Grimm -CC BY-SA 3.0, Drägus -GFDL and Drägus -PD-self). C represents with a character tree the history reconstructed a posteriori from the analysis (with the mapping of the character on the optimal tree) of the character 'wing' of phasms. Each node represents a parsimony apomorphy, contrary to the 3ta for which the only apomorphy is the node 1 (as only secondary homology because the only primary homology postulated was the homology between all wings). 
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instead of 3ta. A long debate has led proponents on both sides to provide arguments on whether parsimony or 3ta was the best cladistic method. This debate has mostly relied on theoretical considerations and contrived examples based on very small datasets (Farris and Kluge, 1998; Farris, 2012; Harvey, 1992; Nelson and Ladiges, 1996; Platnick et al., 1996; Zaragüeta and Bourdon, 2007) , although a few studies have compared the methods with empirical datasets (Patterson and Johnson, 1995; Udovicic et al., 1995; Williams, 1996; Bourdon, 2006; Corvez, 2012) .
Recently, Grand et al. (2013) studied the relative merits of 3ta and parsimony with ordered and unordered states through simulations (100 matrices of six characters and eight taxa each) and two empirical examples. Their results suggested that 3ta has a greater efficiency to retrieve correct relationships (resolving power) than ordered parsimony, but that it also yields more incorrect relationships (artefactual resolution). They also clearly demonstrated that, under the conditions investigated in the simulations, unordered parsimony had the least resolving power and that it had greater artefactual resolution than ordered parsimony (i.e., unordered parsimony can be considered the least effective of the three methods for treating multistate characters reflecting underlying continuous data). The results of the empirical studies of Grand et al. (2013) are difficult to interpret because of the absence of an outgroup in its reference phylogeny and the small taxonomic and character sample. Thus, it would be interesting to perform a more thorough study (based on more extensive simulations) with data generated especially to better discriminate between the three character coding schemes.
In this study, we test various hypotheses in order to refine characterization of the behaviour of parsimony (ordered and unordered) and 3ta on discretized continuous characters. Thus, we test the following hypotheses: 1. Given that our simulated data are intrinsically continuous, we expect that ordered methods (parsimony and 3ta) will outperform unordered parsimony. The relative performance between 3ta and ordered parsimony is more difficult to predict, but a greater accuracy of ordered parsimony could be expected for model-based simulations that allow genuine reversals. 2. We expect that errors in character polarity affect differently the methods, with the performance of 3ta deteriorating faster with increasing polarity errors than ordered parsimony because 3ta uses rooted character state trees, whereas ordered parsimony uses unrooted character state trees (Fig. 1) . The transformations are multidirectional in parsimony, contrary to 3ta, which should result in more synapomorphies being recognized in parsimony. 3ta might be more affected by polarization errors because 3ta disregards reversals as synapomorphies, and if a character is wrongly polarized, a genuine synapomorphy would be disregarded (Fig. 4) . In parsimony, if the polarity is wrong, all changes would be used, even though their interpretation might be erroneous (Fig. 4) . The performance of unordered parsimony with polarization errors is more difficult to predict. These variable levels of polarization errors are obtained by changing outgroup branch lengths. 3. Tree balance and branch lengths of the real ingroup phylogeny have an effect on the behaviour of the methods: performance of phylogenetic methods can be influenced by terminal and internal branch length and tree symmetry. Based on the ratios of terminal to internal branch lengths (which can be considered a ratio of homoplasy to synapomorphy), then for ultrametric trees, performance should be best for the symmetrical tree, which has the lowest terminal/internal branch length ratio, and worst for a fully pectinate tree, which has the highest ratio. This should prevail in all three methods (throughout this paper, the 'three methods' will always refer to ordered parsimony, unordered parsimony, and 3ta). If we consider 3ts as the minimal phylogenetic information (or if we use a metric, such as ITRI, which relies on 3ts), we also expect that a long branch leading to a clade of several taxa is more important than a long branch length leading to a clade of two taxa, because fewer 3ts are involved in the latter. Thus, the structure of a phylogenetic tree may be expected to have an impact.
Material and methods

Simulated character sets
Reference topologies. Data was simulated on three topologies of 20 ingroup OTUs and one outgroup OTU and a total of 18 branch length settings (Fig. 5) . One of the reference topologies is fully pectinate (i.e., fully asymmetrical), a second is fully symmetrical for the ingroup (balanced) and a third is an equiprobable (randomly generated) tree, intermediate in asymmetry between the two others ( Fig. 5A-F) . In this paper, branch lengths represent evolutionary time, but given that we simulated characters using Brownian motion (see below), branch lengths also reflect expected character variance (Felsenstein, 1985) . Reference trees. Three outgroup branch lengths were used on each of the reference topology, leading to nine ultrametric reference trees (Fig. 5A-C) . Nine other branch lengths differing in both ingroup and outgroup were specified on the equiprobable tree with taxa of various geological ages, leading to 9 additional nonultrametric reference trees (Fig. 5D-G) . For six out of these nine trees, all terminal and internal branch lengths of the ingroup were set to one, and the outgroup branch was set at zero, one, three, five, six tenths, or the full tree depth (Fig. 5D ). Three out of the nine trees ( Fig. 5E-G) were generated by modifying the ingroup branch lengths on the equiprobable tree with the outgroup branch set at zero length (actual ancestor).
Simulated matrices. From each of the nine reference trees illustrated in Fig. 5A -C, 100 matrices of 100 characters × 10 states were simulated (i.e., a total of 900 matrices). Similarly, 100 matrices of 100 characters × 10 states were simulated for each of the nine paleontological trees illustrated in Fig. 5 D-G (i.e., a total of 900 paleontological matrices). We thus simulated a total of 1800 matrices, which were produced using Mesquite and the scripts in Supplementary Online Materials 1 (S1) on data that were discretized using Excel spreadsheets (S2 for parsimony; S3 for 3ta) and that were compiled into S4 (which are the matrices in the parsimony format).
Character coding. The characters were simulated with continuous Brownian motion in Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison, 2014) to represent data inherently ordered as morphoclines (such as size or shape characters). Simulations were made using this evolutionary model because it is one of the simplest and most widely used in evolutionary biology to study the evolution of continuous phenotypic characters. For example, phylogenetic independent contrasts (Felsenstein, 1985) and squared-change parsimony (Maddison, 1991) assume this model. Characters simulated through Brownian motion are continuous; they were then discretized into 10 equal intervals representing character states, in order to simulate morphoclines following the simple procedure described in Laurin and Germain (2011) . Because Brownian motion has no tendency, the resulting distribution is Gaussian; thus, gap coding cannot be used, and the limits between states are arbitrary. The primitive condition is determined by the outgroup criterion. The variable outgroup branch lengths allow us to assess the influence of polarization errors, whereas the variable ingroup branch lengths allow assessment of the impact of geological age of ingroup taxa on tree resolution (presumably by altering support of the clade subtended by the various branches), thus enabling a comparison of paleontological and neontological data- Outgroups Rineau et al. -Experimental systematics and sensitivity of cladistic methods Contributions to Zoology, 84 (2) -2015 sets. Each of the 100 characters (in the 1800 matrices) was coded in three different ways corresponding to unordered parsimony, ordered parsimony (with linear character states) and 3ta.
Tree searches
Characters were analysed with the three methods. Thus, 5400 phylogenetic analyses were performed (three analyses for each of the 1800 matrices). Cladistic analyses were performed with PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford, 2003) for both ordered and unordered parsimony. Three-item analyses were also performed on PAUP* 4.0b10 but parsimony matrices were transformed into three-item statements matrices with fractional weighting (Mickevich and Platnick, 1989; Nelson and Ladiges, 1992) using LisBeth 1.3 (Zaragüe-ta et al., 2012) . All analyses were done with a heuristic search of 50 replicates (a number of searches that our preliminary analyses suggested was sufficient to recover all optimal trees for our matrices), using the TBR algorithm. A strict consensus (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981 ) of all optimal trees was then constructed using PAUP*.
Tree comparisons
The optimal tree yielded by the data analyses (or strict consensus tree when several optimal trees were found) were compared with the reference phylogenies, to assess accuracy of the results. We compared the behaviour (resolving power and artefactual resolution) of ordered parsimony, unordered parsimony and three-item analysis (3ta) in phylogenetic inference, as recently done by Grand et al. (2013) .
Several methods are available to compare unrooted trees (Robinson and Foulds, 1981; Estabrook et al., 1985) , but we prefer using rooted trees because they are the only classificatory structures which can convey unambiguous information about phylogenetic relationship (Rohlf, 1982 ). An unrooted tree conveys information, but it is ambiguous in the sense that it is compatible with several alternative relationships between taxa. Tree comparisons were performed with the 'Inter-Tree Retention Index' (ITRI) proposed by Grand et al. (2013) to measure the degree of congruence between two trees. The ITRI is based on the proportion of relationships (i.e. 3ts relationships between three OTUs, irrespective of their relationships with other OTUs) that are common to two trees. An advantage of this method is that the computed tree-to-tree similarities are not symmetrical (i.e., the proportion of relationships is either the proportion for one tree or for the other). It is thus possible to discriminate between resolving power (power to find correct relationships) and artefactual resolution (incorrect relationships), by comparing trees obtained from simulated data with the tree used to generate these data. ITRI is equivalent to the retention index (RI) (Farris, 1989; Archie, 1989) , calculated as a proportion of 3ts (Kitching, 1998) . The ITRI is defined as:
Where X stands for the sum of fractional weighting (FW) of 3ts implied by a character compatible with a given tree; n is the sum of FW of all 3ts obtained from the character. In each pairwise tree comparison, strict consensus trees were used to summarize congruence between results of an individual analysis (on a single matrix of 100 characters). See Grand et al. (2013) for a more detailed explanation. A strict consensus tree was built whenever analysis of a matrix produced more than one tree.
Our results are presented without mention of the number of optimal trees because the resolving power and artefactual resolution are the direct expression of data congruence and of the ratio homology/homoplasy, and that the ITRI expresses it well. Generally, a strict consensus tree of a thousand trees will show lower resolving power and artefactual resolution than a consensus of ten trees, because of data ambivalence. But there is always the possibility that an analysis will result in one false tree versus another analysis with one hundred slightly better trees. Kearney (2002) argued that 'resolution of relationships is obviously a goal of phylogenetic analysis', but her results show that phylogenetic performance cannot be measured by the number of trees. To avoid confusion with artefactual resolution, we complete her sentence by stating that it is correct resolution which is a goal of phylogenetic analysis. We think it is a necessary adjunction to remove the ambiguity between resolution and number of trees. Correct resolution does not display a simple relationship with the number of optimal trees.
Testing the results
Each consensus tree summarizing a phylogenetic analysis is compared with the reference tree using the ITRI to assess resolving power and artefactual resolution yielded by each method, each set of outgroup branch length, and each topology. Resolving power is calculated as the proportion of FW for 3ts of the reference tree that are also present in the consensus tree, and can be understood as the proportion of 'true information' the analysis has retrieved. Artefactual resolution is calculated as the proportion of FW for 3ts of the consensus tree obtained from an analysis that is not present in the reference tree, and this represents artefactual resolution yielded by the analysis. We calculated means of ITRI (i.e., we got a mean value for resolving power artefactual resolution on each reference topology). The statistical significance of differences in resolving power and artefactual resolution of the various methods of analysis was tested with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (for paired samples) to compare means of ITRI, because there was no sample with normal distribution (ShapiroWilk test) and homoscedasticity of variances (Fisher test). Differences in topologies and branch lengths were tested using a Mann-Whitney test, and linear regres- Fig. 5 . Trees used for our simulations: A, pectinate; B, symmetric; C, equiprobable; D, equiprobable with branch length set to 1; E-G, equiprobable with steady increase of internal/external branch length ratio. Each color represent a specific outgroup branch length expressed as a proportion of total tree depth (A-C: blue, 1; green, 1/2; red, 1/4; D: dark blue, 1; light blue, 2/3; green, 1/2; yellow, 1/3; orange, 1/10; red, 0). A-C represent trees with a neontological ingroup; trees D-G represent paleontological trees (with diachronous tips).
(2n -(X + 2(n -X))) X RI = = -(2n -n) n 
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sions were performed to test tendencies were the external/internal branch length ratio varies, as in trees D, E, F and G (Fig. 5) . Because many comparisons were made, we use the false discovery rate procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) to assess the statistical significance of the differences in performance.
Results
All of the 2,700 analyses with equal branch lengths yielded strict consensus trees that are at least partly resolved; they all carry phylogenetic information. For ordered parsimony resolving power has a mean of 99.8% (sd: 1,1%) on the symmetric tree ( Fig. 5B) , 78.8% (sd: 8,8%) on the fully pectinate tree (Fig. 5A ) and 91.1% (sd: 8%; Fig. 6 ) on the equiprobable tree ( Fig. 5C with blue outgroup branch length). Artefactual resolution is respectively about 0.2% (sd: 0,7%), 17.9% (sd: 7,2%) and 9.9% (sd: 6,3%. Resolving power is always a little lower and artefactual resolution greater in 3ta than in ordered parsimony (p < 0.0001; Table 1 ). Unordered parsimony has the lowest resolving power (p < 0.0001), and produces the greatest artefactual resolution (p < 0.0001). The outgroup branch length does not have a significant effect on resolving power or artefactual resolution for the first three ingroup trees (Fig. 5A-C) . Among the three reference topologies, the symmetrical topology seems to be the easiest to retrieve whatever cladistic method is used (greatest resolving power and lowest artefactual resolution), followed by the equiprobable topology, and by the fully pectinate topology (Table 1). With the 1,800 analyses performed on the paleontological tree (Fig. 5D ) and whatever method used, resolving power decreases and artefactual resolution increases with outgroup branch length (p < 0.0001; Table 2; Fig. 7 ). Ordered parsimony seems to be less sensitive than 3ta and unordered parsimony to polarization errors (reflecting outgroup branch lengths). From the 2,400 analyses with different branch lengths (Fig. 5D-G) , the differences between the resolving power and artefactual resolution values calculated on trees from a same reference topology cannot be explained by a linear model; results do not even vary consistently with the ratio between internal and terminal branch lengths (S5).
The impact of outgroup branch lengths was generally non-significant when we used trees with contemporary ingroup taxa (Fig. 5A-C) . In 54 tests based on these trees, only 4 rejected the null hypothesis that outgroup branch length has no impact on performance ( Fig.5 ; Table 1 ). All 4 significant results concern the trees built from the symmetrical reference topology. Differences in the other 50 comparisons on the same trees ( Fig. 5A-C) do not show any tendency of increasing or decreasing resolving power or artefactual resolution when the outgroup branch length increases. Tests on trees built from the equiprobable paleontological reference tree (Fig. 5D ) with a variable outgroup branch length show that the performance of all methods decreases when outgroup branch length increases ( Fig. 7 ; Table 2 ). Results of ordered parsimony and 3ta are very similar, with unordered parsimony yielding much lower performance.
Finally, we have compared the performance for each method on two trees with the same topology but in which the taxa were extant (Fig. 5C) or extinct (Fig.  5D) , to simulate neontological and paleontological trees, respectively. The results suggest that the paleontological tree is far easier to reconstruct than the neontological tree for ordered parsimony and 3ta in terms of resolution power and artefactual resolution (p = 0.0004 for resolution power in 3ta and p < 0.0001 for resolution in ordered parsimony, as well as for artifactual resolution with both methods). Differences between trees in unordered parsimony were not significant.
Discussion
Brownian motion in cladistics
Under the conditions examined in our simulations, ordered parsimony performed best, thus confirming our first hypothesis. Simulating characters on a phylogeny has the advantage that the reference phylogeny is known without error. However, the Brownian motion, evolutionary model that is widely used in simulations of evolution, and which we used here, impacts upon the results, and reflects theoretical assumptions. Under Brownian motion, character evolution is stochastic and unpredictable, as are many historical events, but follows a general pattern that reflects the phylogeny, which can be inferred by analyzing character state data. Here, because of the generation of discretized continuous characters, the distribution of character states is unimodal (S6). They are intrinsically ordered and thus represent morphoclines. Brownian motion, like most other models of molecular evolution, such as GTR+I+Г (Tavaré, 1986) or the speciational model, is not directional (i.e., it implies no trends). Thus, the relationships between character states can be represented by unrooted trees (Fig. 1A) . Brownian motion thus leads to an intrinsically ordered and unpolarized modeling (when the root condition is not specified in the simulation, as is the case here), contrary to models implying trends or irreversible evolution, which are intrinsically polarized. Under Brownian motion, the probability for a character state 0 to evolve into 1 is greater than the probability for 0 to evolve into 2 in a short time; it was thus expected to favour ordered parsimony over unordered parsimony, and to a lesser extent, 3ta. However, this model, one of the simplest, seems applicable to various characters, such as ontogenetic sequence data (Poe and Wake, 2004; Poe, 2006) .
Reversals in phylogenetics
A particularly controversial issue in cladistics concerns the treatment of reversals. Proponents of parsimony (Kluge, 1994; Farris et al., 1995; Farris, 1997; Farris and Kluge, 1998) and 3ta (De Laet and Smets, 1998; Siebert and Williams, 1998) have been deeply divided on this particular issue. In parsimony, a transformational approach to homology using the Wagner (Farris et al., 1970) and Fitch (Fitch, 1971 ) parsimony algorithms treats characters from the perspective of unrooted character-transformation trees (Slowinski, 1993) . Reversals provide information and can serve for clade support because they are evidence of secondary homology with the appropriate test of maximizing congruence. This maximization of congruence leads to search the pattern with the minimum of ad hoc hypotheses that are convergences and reversals. For Farris (2012) , reversals can be inferred a priori in the inference of primary homologies but also from an analysis: 'More Fig. 6 . Histograms showing resolving power and artefactual resolution obtained by ITRI mean percentages sorted by outgroup branch length (blue, 1/4; green, 1/2; red, 1), by method (ordered parsimony, 3ta and unordered parsimony), and by topology (pectinate, equiprobable and symmetric; see S8). Each ITRI mean represents 100 matrices of 100 characters and 21 taxa (outgroup included). Table 1 . Statistical significance of differences in resolving power and artefactual resolution (calculated through mean ITRI) between methods, outgroup branch lengths, and topology of the reference tree. The probabilities were calculated using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for the comparisons between methods and with a Mann-Whitney test for the outgroup branch length and the shape of the reference tree. Non-significant results with α= 0.05 are shown in blue, and non-significant results after correction for multiple tests using the false discovery rate (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . This is the most widespread point of view in cladistics, which prevails in systematic paleontology, and the only point of view represented in probabilistic methods, which prevail in molecular systematics and are starting to be used on phenotypic characters as well (Müller and Reisz, 2006) . Assumptions of 3ta are much less familiar. In 3ta, hierarchical hypotheses of homology, i.e. a nested set of character states, are submitted to a test of congruence. The test either accepts or rejects the relevance of the hypothesis. Convergence is one of the multiple explanations of rejection. 'Parsimony-like reversals', i.e. the generation of hypotheses of homology not proposed by the systematist but generated by the method, violate hierarchical classifications. Thus, they cannot be justified in 3ta rationale. Evolutionary reversals, i.e., losses of instances of character-states, are not used in 3ta to support nodes; they represent only homoplasies, i.e. mistaken hypotheses of homology. For instance, the evolutionary hypothesis (generated after an initial analysis by inferring character history on a tree) involving three conditions deduced a posteriori from an analysis: 0 ('absent'), 1 ('present') and 0* ('secondary absence'; scored the same in a matrix but interpreted differently from primitive absence on a tree) is interpreted differently under parsimony and 3ta. The secondary absence can be explicitly represented as an apomorphy in the primary homology hypothesis (0(1(0*))), under parsimony. Another interpretation (3ta) consists in disregarding secondary absence as synapomorphic but to consider it as a particular case of absence: (0,1(0*)). Here, neither the absence nor the reversal is considered as a state (neither plesiomorphy, nor apomorphy) because the absence is not a state in 3ta (in Fig. 3 , 0*, 0** and 0*** are not considered in 3ta). Parsimony proponents favour the first option, which yields support for six clades in the phasmatodea phylogeny (Fig. 3A) . To summarize, the first interpretation (parsimony) considers a loss as an homology and a synapomorphy (because it supports a clade), an homoplasy (because the primary hypothesis is falsified by the distribution of the other characters) and a plesiomorphy (as defined in the matrix), according to Brower and de Pinna (2014) . The second interpretation considers a loss as uninformative: it is neither an homology nor a synapomorphy (because it supports no clade), it is not an homoplasy (because the primary hypothesis is in agreement with the distribution of the other characters) and it is not a plesiomorphy (because the absence is not a state in 3ta; it is the root, including all). 3ta proponents favour this interpretation: only one clade in the Phasmatodea phylogeny is supported, and the only synapomorphy is the homology reflecting the first appearance of wings. These two interpretations are thus in perfect opposition. Here we emphasize that Brownian motion is only coherent with the assumptions entailed by the first interpretation: reversals (i.e., secondary absence) are treated as apomorphies in the primary homology hypotheses (as an order with parsimony, or as a hierarchy with 3ta). Our simulations produce informative reversals under Brownian motion, which can be exploited only under a parsimony viewpoint of these reversals: our results present a quantification of the loss in resolving power and artefactual resolution in 3ta if true and informative reversals are present (i.e. if true reversals are simulated and 'hidden' into the same state as the plesiomorphy but which support a clades of the known tree). Thus, our results must be interpreted accordingly. Irreversible characters might yield different results and will be tackled in another study.
We take this opportunity to propose a nomenclatural clarification about reversals (based on the example in Fig. 3A ) as secondary homology hypotheses; thus, this clarification is valid both for parsimony and for 3ta. First rounds of reversals are generally called 'secondary losses' (e.g. (Carine and Scotland, 1999) , when in fact, only the absence should be considered secondary and the loss in itself should be considered as an event that appeared for the first time (i.e., primary). Thus, a character state is primitively absent (primary absence; state 0 on Fig. 3) . It can then appear; this is a primary appearance (of state 1), denoted +1 on Fig. 3A . It can be subsequently lost (-1, reversal to state 0, but identified as 0* on Fig. 3a , for greater clarity); this should be called a primary loss, which results in a secondary absence. After this, a secondary gain (+2) can lead to secondary presence (1* in Fig. 3A) , and a secondary loss (-2) can lead to ternary absence (0** in Fig. 3 ), etc.
Uncertain polarization
We failed to find significant results on the impact of outgroup branch lengths and uncertainty in polarization on the neontological trees ( Fig. 5A-C) , except on some trees built from the symmetrical reference topology.
The effect of outgroup branch length appears to be much stronger on paleontological trees, perhaps because of the shorter branches in the ingroup. Tests on a non-ultrametric version of the equiprobable tree ( Fig.  5D ) with a variable outgroup branch lengths show that the performance of all methods decreases when outgroup branch length increases ( Fig. 7 ; Table 2 ). Results of ordered parsimony and 3ta are very similar, with unordered parsimony performing much more poorly. 3ta is more sensitive to outgroup branch length, an effect that might be linked to reversal treatment, but that in any case confirms our second hypothesis. It is however surprising to see that an incorrect polarization has so little effect on resolving power and artefactual resolution.
Character states and ordering schemes
Our simulations clearly show that unordered parsimony performs far worse than the two other methods when reliable criteria for character state ordering are ignored (Fig. 6 ). All states were ordered (except for unordered parsimony) using a similarity criterion, whereby transition costs (step-matrices in ordered parsimony) or state hierarchy (3ta) reflect similarity (and outgroup condition, for 3ta). Other ordering criteria exist (Hauser and Presch, 1991) , but our results clearly indicate that ordering character states is preferable when characters can be shown to form morphoclines. These results suggest that the current tendency not to order characters in phylogenetic analyses is suboptimal, and shows that important benefits could arise from considering ordering schemes when it appears biologically justified. Note that such ordering requires no prior knowledge of the phylogeny; only knowledge of the character distribution or likely evolutionary model (which can be gained from genetic or developmental data, among others) is required. Ordered parsimony and 3ta share more similarities on this particular point than unordered parsimony.
Tree shape and branch length
Not all topologies are equally difficult to recover accurately. The pectinate topology (Fig. 5A) , which shows the longest terminal branches (when its internal branches are all of about the same lengths), is most difficult, followed by the equiprobable (Fig. 5C ) and the symmetrical topology (although this may be linked with the fact that internal branch lengths of that tree were roughly proportional with the number of descendant taxa, except for the branch below the ingroup; Fig. 5B ; Fig. 6 ; Table 1 ). This confirms our second hypothesis. Modifying the distribution of branch lengths yielded results that are more difficult to interpret (S5). Our first assumption was that the results would improve (i.e., the resolving power would be greater and the artefactual resolution lower) as the terminal/internal branch length ratio decreases. This assumption is corroborated for the trees D, E and F (Fig. 5 ) for resolving power under ordered parsimony and 3ta, but only for trees D and E for unordered parsimony. Tree G yielded worse results, perhaps because some internal branches are shorter. Results on artefactual resolution are more complicated to interpret. Along with the branch lengths of a tree, the 3ts content of clades is another important parameter to consider when performance is assessed using the ITRI. It is directly connected to tree shape, i.e. the number of terminal taxa inside and outside each clade (Nelson and Ladiges, 1992) . As a consequence, some clades and characters they support will affect more the ITRI than others. More specifically, clades with few taxa within them or with few taxa outside them have less 3ts content than clades Table 2 . Impact of outgroup branch length (values of 0, 1/10, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 1, expressed as a proportion of total tree depth, were tested) on resolving power and artefactual resolution. Probabilities of the null hypothesis (no impact) were tested through linear regressions of ITRI means on outgroup branch length. These results were obtained from the tree shown in Fig. 5D . Resolving power, slope: -7.2 (ordered), -10.1 (unordered), -13.5 (3ta); intercept (1000 indicates complete power or error): 991.9 (ordered), 675.3 (unordered), 989 (3ta). Artefactual resolution, slope: 4.6 (ordered), 18.3 (unordered), 19.8 (3ta); intercept: 28.9 (ordered), 160 (unordered), 30.8 (3ta) . Individual values can be found in S7.
Linear regressions on polarization (tree D)
Ordered
Unordered 3ia containing an intermediate number of taxa (in our trees, clades with the maximal 3ts content have ten taxa inside and eleven taxa outside). These imbalanced clades will impact results only slightly compared to balanced clades. This may explain partly why tree shape influences phylogenetic reconstruction.
Comparisons of results between an ultrametric tree ( Fig. 5C ) and a paleontological tree of the same topology (Fig. 5D) show that the latter features better resolving power and less artifactual resolution for ordered parsimony and 3ta. This result is congruent with the claim that adding extinct taxa breaks long branches, which results in important improvement on the resolution of the optimal trees. This claim is supported both on empirical data (Gauthier et al., 1988) and simulations (Huelsenbeck, 1991) .
Implications on simulation-based studies and evolutionary models
Our results highlight the advantages of models under which the relationships between character states can be represented by an unrooted tree (all molecular models) over 3ta hierarchical coding, if reversals can be simulated as in our study. Our simulations under Brownian motion can be represented as in Fig. 8 . Firstly, characters are generated under a priori assumptions (here, the evolutionary model represented in Fig. 8A and the reference phylogeny shown on Fig. 8B ). In a second step, these characters are interpreted as primary homology hypotheses by discretization and (for 3ta) conversion into hierarchical structures. Our procedure for simulation of characters, and by extension the use of evolutionary models, reflects quantitative characters that display informative reversals.
In parsimony, states that can be hypothesized to form morphoclines should be ordered if there is evidence. In this case, reversals can be represented by primary homology hypotheses. Empirical studies suggest that Brownian motion is a reasonable model for several types of characters, such as body size (Laurin, 2004) , bone microanatomy (Canoville and Laurin, 2010) , etc. Some characters do not seem to follow a strictly Brownian motion model, but instead may follow a speciational model (in which change occurs in both daughter-lineages at or near speciation, but no anagenesis takes place), such as morphological shape data in ratites (Laurin et al., 2012 ), a punctuational model (similar to the speciational model, but change occurs only on one branch) or an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930; Felsenstein, 1988) . Some of these alternative models can be obtained from Brownian motion by modifying the branch lengths of a tree (Garland et al., 1993) . Hence, data produced using such models might give results close to those that we report below, which should be applicable to much biological data.
In 3ta, the same representation of change is used for groups of parts (homologues) and for groups of whole organisms (taxa). In a transformation, the transformed part is considered a different object. In differentiation or modification, the differentiated or modified part is a particular form of the unmodified part. Many systematists accept this difference for taxa (e.g. birds as a differentiated taxon nested in Dinosauria) but not for parts (e.g. feathers as a modified part, nested in scales). In this context, reversal as a loss is perfectly acceptable. However, reversal as synapomorphy is viewed as pointless.
All this suggests that irreversible characters (Nopcsa, 1923; Goldberg and Igić, 2008; Kohlsdorf et al., 2010) are 'more compatible' with 3ta. Further work should be done to compare resolving power and artefactual resolution yielded by parsimony and 3ta when an irreversible evolution model is used (which can be understood as hierarchic). Another interesting field of research consists in developing methods that better simulate Darwinian evolution applied to digital life forms, as in the software Avida (Adami and Brown, 1994) to understand better the behaviour of parsimony and 3ta.
Conclusion
Our simulated characters evolved gradually; they are continuous and have a unimodal distribution (S6). They were discretized because phenotypic data are often Fig. 7 . Impact of outgroup branch length expressed as a proportion of total tree depth (0, 1/10, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 1) on resolving power and artefactual resolution. This was obtained through ITRI mean percentages from the tree shown in Fig.  5D (also see S8). Unordered available in discrete form (in descriptions, for instance), and most available parsimony and all 3ta programs require this. Thus, these reflect the data routinely analysed by systematists. In this case, we created 10 states per character to retain much of the original information while producing data that can easily be analysed by almost any phylogenetic package (Laurin and Germain, 2011) , and to allow detection of the spurious relationships yielded by homoplasy in the data (Bardin et al., 2013) . This procedure yielded many significant results (Table 1; Table 2 ). We show that unordered parsimony performs far worse than ordered methods on such data, with a loss in resolving power between 13.4% and 29.3% compared to ordered parsimony and with between 4.7% and 15.6% more artefactual resolution (results always statistically significant). Thus, a significant decrease in performance is expected when characters are not ordered as morphoclines. This result highlights the information content of character ordering schemes (Wilkinson, 1992) , and we infer that coding continuous characters as fully unordered significantly decreases resolving power and increases artefactual resolution in empirical datasets. We also quantified the differences in resolving power between ordered parsimony and 3ta, which differ in the way they handle reversals as evidence for the support of a clade (among others). These differences vary between 1.3% (non-significant) and 6.3% (Table 1) for the resolving power, and between 0.0% (non-significant) and 9.4% for the artefactual resolution. We also have quantified resolving power when polarization errors, produced by varying outgroup branch length, are introduced (i.e., when polarization is based on an outgroup including a variable proportion of plesiomorphies). Further work could be done to quantify the effect of incorrect state ordering schemes as incorrect morphocline assumptions. Recently, Grand et al. (2013) found that 3ta yielded significantly greater resolving power and more artefactual resolution than ordered parsimony. In our study, based on an extended set of matrices, taxa and characters, ordered parsimony yielded the greatest resolving power and the fewest artefactual resolutions. The use of exact hypothetical ancestors to root trees in Grand et al. (2013) may explain the contrasting results. Moreover, the present work yields a better understanding of the impact of evolutionary assumptions about character state order and reversals. Further simulations could be done, using different evolutionary models, such as irreversible characters, to see if they yield different results about the performance of parsimony (with ordered stares or not) and 3ta.
